26th ANNUAL PIGSKIN CLASSIC
18 – 19
FOOTBALL POOL INSTRUCTIONS
1. The cost is $50 per pool. You can play as many pools as you want. If you play more than 1 pool you
have to put your name and a number (ex: John Doe 1, John Doe 2), or come up with a different name.
2. Put your name on “EVERY” page in the space provided and your contacts name on the front page so I
can get any winnings you might have to you. Please print clearly or type your information on the
first page, as it is very difficult to read many of the names, numbers and e-mails. Updates will be
available on the Internet. at www.pigskinclassic.net Results will be posted by the Wednesday following
the Monday night game unless I am out of town and then they will be posted when I return. Internet
Explorer is the recommended browser to view the results online. If you do not have access to the
Internet, you will need to get the updates from your contact.
3. Depending on which team you want to WIN, Place an “X” in the “V” column for the visiting team or in
the “H” column for the home team. You will be picking the entire regular season, except for the first
Thursday game. This will allow some players who can’t get their pools to me prior to that Thursday to
get in. The postseason is listed for your information only. Be sure to mark every game. PLEASE
CHECK YOUR POOL BEFORE TURNING IT IN. Every year several people do not mark all the
games. An unmarked game will result in a loss for that game. Mark your picks clearly; if it is
unreadable or unclear which team you picked it will result in a loss for that game. It is your
responsibility to check your pool. I will not be inputting or reviewing ANY pools until the season starts.
Once the season begins I cannot add a missed pick or change any picks, regardless of when you handed
it in, unless I made an error entering them.
4. Make a copy of your pool and give the ORIGINAL to your contact.
5. All pools MUST be turned in by Saturday, September 8, 2018.
The following places will be winners:
1st place - 5th place
Monday – 1st place (ties will be split)
Ties will be split among all the people who tie (ex: if 2 people tie for 2nd place they will split 2nd & 3rd place
winnings combined. If 3 people tie they will split 2nd, 3rd, & 4th place winnings combined). If you have any
questions regarding this, get in touch with your contact person.
Winnings will be given out approximately 1 week after the regular season. This will give everyone time to
review their pools and check for any errors. If no errors are reported within 1 week, the winnings will be
distributed and no further corrections will be accepted. Once the winnings are given to your contact you are
considered paid and it is your responsibility to collect it from them.

